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WHAT WE DO
A t MLI, we believe ideas matter. The Macdonald-Laurier Institute is the 
only non-partisan, independent public policy think tank in Ottawa focusing 
on the full range of issues that fall under the jurisdiction of the federal 
government. Our goal is to be an indispensable source of reasoned and 
timely thought leadership for policy makers, opinion leaders, the media 
and the public, and thereby to contribute to making Canada the best 
governed country in the world.
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MLI pulls no punches. Its hard hitting  
and well researched articles are required  
reading in the corridors of power.  
We need more voices speaking ‘truth to power’. 

Frank McKenna, 
FORMER CANADIAN AMBASSADOR TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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Dear Friends and Supporters,

F ive years ago, we started with a passion for better public policy in Canada. From those modest  
 beginnings, we have grown into one of the most influential think tanks in the country. Not only are 
we now the leading non-partisan think tank on public policy in Ottawa, according to the University of 
Pennsylvania we are one of the top four think tanks in Canada. 

Our work in the field of public policy is making a huge difference. The quality of our work has been 
repeatedly recognized through international awards such as the Templeton (2012) award and Sir Anthony 
Fisher prize (2011). Today we celebrate the fact that our passion for good ideas and better public policy 
has resulted in a tremendous year of growth for the Institute. 

In 2015, our work has ranged from the sustainability of health care and health care reform, to Aboriginal 
involvement in the natural resource economy, international trade, and the barriers to trade between 
Canadians. Our record of demonstrable influence on decisions made in Ottawa is impressive, as is our 
ability to capture the spotlight in major media outlets. We also regularly presented at parliamentary 
committees and received accolades from former Canadian prime ministers and several international leaders. 

The Right Honourable Stephen Harper complimented MLI stating, 

“In five short years, the institute has established itself as a steady source of high-quality research and 
thoughtful policy analysis here in our nation’s capital. Inspired by Canada’s deep-rooted intellectual 
tradition of ordered liberty – as exemplified by Macdonald and Laurier – the institute is making unique 
contributions to federal public policy and discourse. Please accept my best wishes for a memorable 
anniversary celebration and continued success.” 

The Right Honourable Paul Martin also commented on our work,

“The Macdonald-Laurier Institute is an important source of fact and opinion for so many, including 
me. Everything they tackle is accomplished in great depth and furthers the public policy debate in 
Canada. Happy Anniversary, this is but the beginning.” 

As a registered charity, we can only make a difference through the support of our funders. We extend 
our gratitude for the generosity of the sponsors, supporters, dedicated staff, senior fellows, volunteers 
of the Board of Directors, Research Advisory Board and Advisory Council for making it possible for the 
Macdonald-Laurier Institute to do its increasingly important work. We look forward to a bright future for 
Canada, a future to which we contribute by focusing all our energy on defining and explaining where the 
country’s national interest lies in every area that matters to Canadians.

Sincerely,    

Rob Wildeboer
CHAIR

Brian Lee Crowley 
MANAGING DIRECTOR

LETTER FROM  

THE CHAIR  
AND MANAGING  
DIRECTOR
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2015 ANNUAL REPORT 
IN NUMBERS

A fter just five years, the Macdonald-Laurier Institute has risen to be among the top four  
 think tanks in Canada. As the leading think tank on public policy in Ottawa, we are 
driving the debate on critical public policy issues, and continuing to expand our outreach to 
more Canadians. 

Parliamentarians, academics and business executives, media, policy makers and Aboriginal 
communities, trust us to be at the forefront of Canadian issues. 

At the age of 5, Mozart composed his first minuet. At 5, John 
Stuart Mill already spoke Greek. The MLI hasn’t been quite 
that precocious but not since the Fraser Institute exploded 
onto the Canadian scene in the mid-1970’s has a think tank 
had a more impressive or impactful debut in the country’s 
policy deliberations. 
William Watson,  
ECONOMICS PROFESSOR AT McGILL

In five short years, the Macdonald-Laurier Institute  
has become one of North America’s leading think 
tanks, contributing opinion pieces on a wide range of public policy  
issues that are stimulating and often refreshingly bold.  
They not only challenge conventional wisdom but offer innovative  
and compelling prescriptions on how Canada’s national interest 
could be better served. Bravo. 

Derek Burney,  
FORMER CANADIAN AMBASSADOR TO THE US

5 YEARS CELEBRATING  
IDEAS MATTER 
I deas can change the world. Our ideas have influenced the decisions of Canada’s policy makers on a  
 great variety of issues in order to ensure a better governed country, and we continue to climb the 
ranks of Canadian think tanks in terms of output, impact, media coverage and reputation. 
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*2015 Global Go to Think Tank Index Report, University of Pennsylvania
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IDEAS DRIVING CHANGE

O ur job at MLI is to put ideas on the table about how to make Canada the best governed country  
 in the world. Those ideas can come in many forms: major research papers, commentaries, Straight 
Talk interviews, our magazine Inside Policy, op-eds and columns in the major newspapers, magazine 
articles, media interviews, institute events, testimony before parliamentary committees, speaking 
engagements with local, regional and national organisations, and much more. 

In its fifth year of operations, MLI has established itself as indisputably the top think tank in the country 
focused exclusively on how to use federal power in the best interests of Canadians. We offer thoughtful 
policy recommendations based on non-partisan and independent research. Our authors are among the 
top experts in their fields, often with high public profiles. 

During 2015 we renewed our commitment to going beyond mere words and affecting real positive 
change in Canadian public policy. The work of 27 MLI authors, which included 17 new authors, covered 
a full range of topics including knocking down trade barriers, putting income inequality in perspective, 
Ottawa’s need to exercise caution over right to die legislation, building a long-term refugee strategy, and 
Aboriginal environmental stewardship of resource projects. 

Intelligent and informed debate contributes to a stronger, healthier  

and more competitive Canadian society. In five short years the 
Macdonald-Laurier Institute has emerged as a 
significant and respected voice in the shaping of 
public policy. On a wide range of issues important to our country’s 
future, Brian Lee Crowley and his team are making a difference. 

John Manley,  
PRESIDENT AND CEO OF THE CANADIAN COUNCIL OF CHIEF EXECUTIVES

MLI continues to be the instigator of important 
conversations that bring needed attention to the 
issues that matter to Canada and our future. Their 
thought leadership, based on rigorous and intelligent argument, infused 
often fresh perspectives on long standing matters, is an important driver 
for framing and solving policy challenges and opportunities vital to the 
future prosperity of business and our nation as a whole.

Greg D’Avignon,  
PRESIDENT AND CEO, BUSINESS COUNCIL OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
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I cannot think of a new think tank in Canada 
that made such an immediate, positive impact on 
public life as MLI. Brian was everywhere, it seemed, and he was 
willing to be unconventional. For a time, he even let Michael Bliss and 
I run the Great Canadian Debates in Ottawa, and that took some daring. 
It worked, sort of, but that he was willing to try greatly impressed me. 
Canada needs more daring and unconventional institutions – like MLI.

Jack Granatstein,  
CANADIAN  MILITARY HISTORIAN 

MLI’S IMPACT

A t MLI, we strive to ensure our ideas have an impact and provide solutions. We believe that to be  
 effective, a think tank has to do more than talk. We must ensure that our ideas reach the right 
people, and influence action. 

Central to the success of any think tank is the ability to measure the effectiveness and the impact of its 
work. At MLI, we are attempting to influence the development and implementation of sound federal 
public policy by ensuring decision makers are informed of the best policy options. 

MLI continues to publish high quality and timely major papers, short commentaries, magazines and 
articles that provoke and inform public debate and policy making process. We reached our internal target 
of publishing shorter, hard-hitting papers that react to changing events and keep us front and centre in 
the current policy debate. 

Measuring our influence is crucial to measuring our success. We take great pride in achieving outstanding 
influence and all levels of government, policy makers and opinion leaders, and media are taking notice 
that our ideas do matter and affect change.

In 2015 MLI’s work on policy issues was being noticed, and influenced action in the following areas.

Justice and the Courts

On the topic of justice, we published two papers:

•  “Dissent From Within at the Supreme Court of Canada: 2015 Year in 
Review” by Benjamin Perrin, Jan 15, 2016

•  “Punishing the Most Heinous Crimes: Analysis and recommendations 
related to Bill C-53” (Life Means Life Act), by Benjamin Perrin, May 7, 2015

MLI Senior Fellow Benjamin Perrin authored a report in late 2014 making 
the case that the Supreme Court of Canada was the “policy-maker of the 
year”. This led to a response by none other than retired Supreme Court 
Justice Louis LeBel, who strongly disagreed in the Toronto Star in January 
2015 that the Court was intruding on Parliament’s policy-making role. Yet 
several of his colleagues have since written in judgments in 2015 that the 
Court has been doing just that, which was detailed in Perrin’s most recent 
report. Perrin’s review of the Court’s top cases in 2015 was widely read and 

A Macdonald-Laurier Institute Publication

Punishing the  
Most Heinous Crimes
Analysis and recommendations related  
to Bill C-53 (Life Means Life Act)

BENJAMIN PERRIN
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reported on, including a front-page above the fold story in the Ottawa Citizen and interviews with dozens 
of CBC morning shows across the country.

Scott Newark, whose MLI work has guided government decisions on handling human smuggling and 
collecting and analysing crime statistics, is now advising a new Senate Justice Committee investigation into 
inefficiency in the justice system which will draw substantially on MLI’s work.

Labour Issues

Philip Cross’s 2015 paper on the use of sick leave in the public service, titled 
A Sickness in the System, revealed a large and growing gulf in how public 
servants use sick leave compared to the private sector. The paper caused 
quite a stir in both public service unions and management, according to 
Kathryn May at the Citizen and Cross’s contacts in the civil service. We heard 
from numerous managers who were grateful for exposure of the issue. This 
paper was also covered in a story above the fold in the Citizen, and widely in 
other publications, as well as radio and television interviews.

Cross’s paper, Serving up the Reality on Youth Unemployment, on how 
youth unemployment is overstated by including 15-years-olds, is leading 
Statcan to reconsider their inclusion. Cross revealed that the inclusion of 
younger teens is creating the appearance of a crisis in youth unemployment, 
but older youths, in their early 20s, are employed at historical norms. 
Removing 15-year-olds from the Labour Force Survey will give a clearer 
picture of the important issue of youth employment.

The Economy

The economy being one of the top concerns 
for Canadians, was one of the most published 
themes at MLI. 

MLI published the following papers about  
the economy:

•   “Is the Cheque still in the Mail? The 
Internet, e-commerce and the future of 
Canada Post Corporation” by Ian Lee,  
July 23, 2015

•  “Unearthing the Full Economic Impact of 
Canada’s Natural Resources: What are they? 
How important are they?” by Philip Cross, 
May 29, 2015

•  “Giving and Taking Away: How taxes and transfers address inequality in Canada” by Philip Cross, April 
16, 2015

•  “Great Gatsby v. Zero Dollar Linda: Assessing the relationship between income inequality, social mobility 
and the tax transfer system” by Munir Sheikh, Apr. 9, 2015 

• “Staying on the Right Track: A Review of Canadian freight rail policy,” by Malcolm Cairns, Feb 20, 2015. 

A Macdonald-Laurier Institute Publication

A Sickness in the System
How public sector use of sick leave benefits really 
compares to the private sector 

Philip Cross             NOVEMBER 2015

A Macdonald-Laurier Institute Publication

GIVING AND TAKING AWAY
HOW TAXES AND TRANSFERS ADDRESS 

INEQUALITY IN CANADA

Philip Cross

Income Reduced 
by 19.1%

Income Boosted 
by 50.6%

April 2015

A Macdonald-Laurier Institute Publication
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Aboriginal Canada and the Natural Resource Economy

Aboriginal Canada and the Natural Resource Economy continues to be 
a central issue in the eyes of Canadians and MLI has established itself 
as the leading authority. People need to understand that reconciliation 
with Indigenous peoples is real and it is happening now. The reasons for 
optimism are many, and MLI has made it plain that it is time for creating 
opportunity and entrepreneurship, and ending destructive paternalism and 
dependence for Aboriginal peoples. Five major papers were published in 
2015 covering Aboriginal issues:

•  “Unearthing Human Resources: Aboriginal Skills Development  
and Employment in the Natural Resource Sector”, by Ken Coates,  
Greg Finnegan, Craig J. Hall and Kelly J. Lendsay, Dec 10, 2015

•  “Protectors of the land: Toward an EA process that works for communities 
and developers”, by Bram Noble and Aniekan Udofia, Oct 29 2015

•  “Is the Sky The Limit? Following the trajectory of Aboriginal legal Rights 
in resource development”, by Dwight Newman, June 23, 2015

•  “Risk, Prevention and Opportunity:  
Northern Gateway and the marine environment” by Robert Hage,  
March 13, 2015

•  “Sharing the Wealth: How resource revenue agreements can honour 
treaties, improve communities, and facilitate Canadian development”,  
by Ken Coates, Jan 27, 2015

After reading several of the MLI ACNRE reports, including one on the 
Northern Gateway Pipeline, Greg D’Avignon, President of the Business 
Council of British Columbia, invited MLI Senior Fellow Ken Coates to 
present at the BC Premier’s Forum on Natural Resources. After the first 
event, where he endorsed MLI’s work, he then invited Coates to come to 
the 2016 Forum, where he introduced Coates as a Senior Fellow at MLI and 
described the Institute’s work as the most important effort being made to 
explain and understand the role of Indigenous peoples in relation to the 
natural resource sector.

A senior employee with the First Nations Financial Management Board 
asked Coates to join their consultation processes in British Columbia which 
are exploring new means of financing Aboriginal equity investments in 
the resource sector. In inviting Coates to the meeting, he indicated that, 
together with Douglas Eyford (author of the influential report, Forging 
Partnerships, Building Relationships: Aboriginal Canadians and Energy 
Development, which drew heavily on MLI’s work), MLI had an established 
reputation as the most informed and respected source of analysis and 
recommendations for Indigenous peoples and the natural resource agenda.

The Aboriginal Affairs Committee of the Mining Association of Canada invited MLI to each of their 
meetings, twice annually to provide updates and advice on the natural resource sector and Aboriginal 
engagement. Aside from these presentations to the top executives with responsibilities in the field, MAC 
requests our advice on major policy initiatives and we are consulted by them regularly.

Following a meeting with senior policy officials in the Department of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern 
Development Canada early in 2015, MLI (Drs. Crowley and Coates) was invited to present our work to 
a meeting of approximately 25 Assistant Deputy Ministers from across the federal civil service. This two-
hour session included a brief presentation and more than an hour of intense and engaging questions and 

A MACDONALD-LAURIER INSTITUTE PUBLICATION                             OCTOBER 2015

Protectors of the Land
Toward an EA Process that Works 
for Aboriginal Communities and Developers 

Bram Noble and Aniekan Udofi a

Aboriginal People 
and Environmental 
Stewardship

#1
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answers with senior officials. Immediately after this event, Dr. Coates led a discussion with close to 30 
senior officials within Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (which led to three follow-up 
sessions with units within AANDC and Human Resources and Social Development Canada).

MLI’s Senior Fellow Dwight Newman has also had the influence of his work on Aboriginal issues felt. The 
final report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) on residential schools cited the paper 
he and Coates authored on the Tsilhqot’in decision, The End is Not Nigh, making its message part of the 
forward-looking portion of the TRC Report.

Newman was invited during the course of the year to contribute to two discussions with governments 
considering aspects of their policies on the “duty to consult” Aboriginal communities on resource 
developments, with Alberta’s Deputy Minister of Indigenous Relations, and an individual doing a 
high-level study of the federal government’s policies. In both cases the individuals involved mentioned 
Newman’s MLI work as being of particular interest.

As well, the lead partner on Aboriginal law at a major Canadian law firm, McMillan LLP, has repeatedly 
noted the contributions of Newman’s work for MLI to public understanding on Aboriginal law issues, and 
had him speak to a group composed of dozens of significant individuals from BC industry and government.

First Nations leaders have taken notice of the positive and constructive nature of MLI’s work. At a 2015 
event intended to answer the TRC’s call to action, the National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations, Perry 
Bellegarde, called for a new approach to policy work on Aboriginal issues, and pointed to the MLI work 
done by Ken Coates as the kind of practical, influential research that Canada needs more of.

Finally, a dinner MLI held bringing business leaders, Aboriginal leaders and government together in 
Saskatoon so impressed the Saskatchewan 
Treaty Commissioner that he recruited Ken 
Coates to travel across Saskatchewan to host 
similar meetings, and work directly with 
those affected by controversy over resource 
development. These meetings have served as 
a model for another series of MLI meetings 
in BC under the auspices of the BC Chamber 
of Commerce, which began in 2015. These 
meetings are a terrific example of how this 
project has moved to a new phase of working 
directly with affected parties to find practical 
solutions.

Rail Transportation

MLI author Malcolm Cairns, a consultant on transportation issues, was 
asked to brief a member of the secretariat of the Canada Transportation 
Act Review Panel on details of his February 2015 MLI paper, Staying on 
the Right Track. Cairns, who was involved in the 2000 CTA review and is 
a former rail executive, makes the case that Canada has a well-functioning 
and competitive rail industry and recommends against intrusive and costly 
new regulations on freight rail. The CTA Panel, headed by former MP David 
Emerson, submitted its report to the Transportation Minister in December 
2015. The majority of its recommendations on freight rail policy were 
in keeping with Cairns’ recommendations, most crucially steps toward 
removing government interference on the shipment of grain. A quote from 
Cairns’ MLI paper was specially highlighted in the CTA review report.

February 2015

A Macdonald-Laurier Institute Publication

Staying on the Right Track:  
A Review of Canadian Freight  
Rail Policy
Malcolm Cairns

Ken Coates, Dr. Brian Lee Crowley, and Douglas Bland
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Security

We published one paper on national security, “Putting the Armed Back into 
the Canadian Armed Forces: Improving defence procurement in Canada” by 
David Perry, on Jan. 14, 2015. 

As a result of an op-ed in Postmedia papers and an MLI commentary paper 
published following the Paris terror attacks in November 2015, MLI Senior 
Fellow Alex Wilner was invited to headline a day-long workshop on the 
future of Canada’s war with ISIS by the Department of National Defence 
in February 2016. The focus of the discussion was the global and strategic 
counterterrorism issues that he raised in his MLI publications.

Wilner was also invited by the Communications Security Establishment 
to lead a two-hour workshop with over 200 security and intelligence 
analysts from across the federal public service in mid-February 2016, and the organizers cited Wilner’s 
published work with MLI as one reason for the invitation.

MLI Senior Fellow Christian Leuprecht, one of Canada’s foremost experts on security issues, was asked to 
appear before a number of parliamentary committees on security issues in 2015, a year in which Leuprecht 
published numerous opinion pieces and commentaries with MLI. 

On March 23, 2015, Leuprecht appeared before the Senate of Canada Standing Committee on National 
Security and Defence to testify about Bill C-44: An Act to Amend the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service Act and other Acts.

On March 23, 2015, Leuprecht participated in a hearing by the House of Commons Standing Committee 
on Public Safety and National Security on Bill C-51, An Act to enact the Security of Canada Information 
Sharing Act and the Secure Air Travel Act, to amend the Criminal Code, the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service Act and the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act and to make related and consequential 
amendments to other Acts. On April 2, 2015 he participated in hearings by the Senate of Canada Standing 
Committee on National Security and Defence to discuss the same issues. During the hearings he defended 
and rationalized the ends of C-51 but made two key recommendations on the means: more effective 
parliamentary oversight through a committee of MPs who are security cleared as happens in the UK (an 
approach the current government seems to be adopting), and he suggested the powers of SIRC (the 
Security Intelligence Review Committee) be broadened to be able to follow CSIS intelligence through 
Canadian agencies to which CSIS hands off intelligence. Indications are that it looks like the current 
government may be looking at the whole review mechanism.

On March 31, 2015 Leuprecht appeared before the House of Commons Standing Committee on Finance to 
discuss the issue of Terrorist Financing in Canada and Abroad.

On May 4, 2015 Leuprecht appeared before the Senate of Canada Standing Committee on National 
Security and Defence for a Study on Security Threats Facing Canada. He asked the committee to consider 
why immigrants integrate relatively well in Canada and why Canada’s problem with political violence 
has thus far been relatively small, but expressed concern about developments such as ethnic clusters 
where immigrants appear not to integrate or acquire either official language effectively. Several of his 
recommendations were subsequently included in the Senate committee’s interim report.

On May 28, 2015 Leuprecht participated in hearings on Bill C-59, the budget implementation act before 
the House of Commons Standing Committee on Public Safety and National Security.
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Health Care

Canada’s health system is crying out for reform, and MLI has been there with 
the cure. As the latest installment in our Medicare’s Midlife Crisis series, our 
paper, An Asian Flavour for Medicare, by professors Ito Peng and James 
Tiessen, provided a fascinating look into the systems of three countries, 
Japan, Korean and Taiwan, that do things differently, and often better, than 
Canada. Few people look to Asia for new ideas on health care delivery, 
but these nations are able to provide care at lower cost, and with similar 
outcomes, to Canada. Peng and Tiessen were invited to present the paper in 
a panel at a conference hosted by The Canadian Association for Healthcare 
Reimbursement in November, 2015. There were 
over 100 health care professionals, policy leaders 
and members of the media in the audience.

MLI also created a series of short videos on health 
care. The video “Making the Case for Health Care 
Reform,” in March 2015, showed how Canada’s 
health care system fails to deliver good value for 
money. Canada’s health care system has been 
considered a national symbol, and has been 
regarded as one of the best health care systems 
in the world, however, as MLI’s video reveals, this 
is a myth. Canada’s health system is an expensive 
underperformer. 

The video, “Real and Imagined Barriers to 
Reform” in November 2015, examines what is  preventing Medicare from being cheaper, more efficient 
and, crucially, more effective for Canadians. The video makes the case that more government spending 
is not the answer, and in fact it works against reform. Instead, provincial governments across Canada 
should experiment with innovative means of delivering better service, including private delivery. The video 
features interviews with several influential Canadians such as Jeffrey Simpson, Janice MacKinnon, and 
James Anderson. 

EVENTS
M LI continues to host successful, timely events  
 to further the dialogue on critical national 
issues. Our 2015 event program was designed to 
provide a forum for discussion inspired by our work, 
in a clear, public non-partisan manner. We continue to 
be nimble and agile to produce high profile events on 
pressing public policy issues.  

Sir John A Macdonald’s 200th 
Birthday Party

MLI’s celebration of Sir John A Macdonald’s 200th 
birthday was a tremendous success. In honour of 

APRIL 2015

A Macdonald-Laurier Institute Series

Medicare’s 
Mid-life crisis

5

An Asian Flavour for Medicare 
Learning from Experiments in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan

Ito Peng and James Tiessen

VIDEO: Real and Imagined Barriers to Reform
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Sir John A., MLI had a house full of parliamentarians, public servants, policy makers, journalists, business 
leaders and other members of Ottawa’s political circles celebrating his legacy.  

Contraband Tobacco Roundtable
In partnership with Dawson Strategic and MLI Senior Fellow Laura Dawson, MLI continued the 
discussion regarding the illicit tobacco trade from 2014. The event gained media attention in all forms: 
Global’s TV’s Focus Ontario, CBC Radio Windsor, Radio-Canada Toronto, and an op-ed by Christian 
Leuprecht which was featured in the Toronto Sun. 

Intellectual Property Forum 
(Panel Discussion)
MLI in partnership with Dawson Strategic hosted 
a panel discussion on Intellectual Property and 
the Trans-Pacific Partnership in Ottawa on June 
11, 2015. The discussion emphasized the need 
for Canada to be a leader on intellectual property 
protection in international forums, when for too 
long it has followed more innovative nations. 

Alex Epstein Book Launch      
MLI partnered with eco-pragmatist.com to bring Alex Epstein to Ottawa, to discuss his new book The 
Moral Case of Fossil Fuels, on June 23, 2015. The goal of the event was to help Canadians better 
appreciate the complexities of fossil fuel use and the climate change debate.

ACNRE Roundtable Series
In partnership with The British Columbia Chamber of Commerce (BCCC) and the office of the 
Saskatchewan Treaty Commissioner, MLI held a series of round tables across northern British Columbia 
and Saskatchewan from Prince Albert to Kitimat. These events engaged local community, business and 
Aboriginal leaders and others in productive, practical discussions about the complex issues they face, 
and create momentum for moving toward real agreements with respect to the resource economy.  They 
represented a new phase in our Aboriginal Canada and the Natural Resource Economy project, taking 
practical action, on the ground where these issues are being felt, in an effort to ensure the benefit of 
everyone involved.

 Dr. Brian Lee Crowley
Patrice Dutil, Michael Bliss, Andrew Coyne, Chris Alexander 
(from left to right)

Dr. Brian Lee Crowley, Laura Dawson, Tanya Woods, and 
Colleen Spring Zimmerman
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Attendance at the roundtables included the Haisla Chief, a Nisga’a leader, the Prince Rupert Port Authority 
CEO and a national representative from Seven Generations Energy, as well as members of the Treaty 8 
First Nations, and the Northern Gateway Community Advisory Board.

Great Canadian Debates

“Intelligent and informed debate contributes to a stronger, healthier and more competitive Canadian 
society. In five short years the Macdonald-Laurier Institute has emerged as a significant and respected 
voice in the shaping of public policy. On a wide range of issues important to our country’s future, Brian 
Lee Crowley and his team are making a difference.” – John Manley, President and CEO of the Canadian 
Council of Chief Executives

MLI’s Great Canadian Debates series continues to be a landmark event in Ottawa, attracting more 
Canadians to engage in thoughtful policy debate. We centre our debates on the top concerns for 
Canadians, attracting a diverse crowd from all walks of life. 

In 2015, four debates were held. 

The first debate was on Tuesday March 31st, 2015 where income inequality was debated by Chrystia 
Freeland and F.H. Buckley, at the Canadian War Museum. Chrystia Freeland, a Liberal Member of 
Parliament, argued against the motion “Canadians should stop worrying about income inequality.”  
F.H. Buckley, a law professor at the George Mason University, argued in favour. 

Our second debate was on the topic of the value of a university degree, held on April 29, 2015, at the 
Canadian War Museum, argued by MLI’s Senior Fellow Ken Coates and Lloyd Axworthy, the president of 
the University of Winnipeg. Coates argued in favour of the motion “Too many Canadian kids are going to 
university,” and Axworthy argued against it. 

The debate on the resolution “Canada’s Democracy is in Crisis” was held on May 26, 2015 with Andrew 
Coyne arguing in favour and John Pepall arguing against. This was our most talked about and best 
attended debate. Our media partner CPAC aired the debate several times, and it was featured on the 
Walrus Website (http://thewalrus.ca) and generated 4,534 views to the MLI website.  

The last debate discussed whether the Senate should be abolished. Is it an anachronistic body that shields 
itself at every turn from the will of the people, or an institution that has repeatedly played an important 
role in making Canada a well-governed nation? Tasha Kheiriddin and Stanley Hartt debated those views 
on Thursday Nov. 19, 2015 at the Canadian War Museum in Ottawa. 

Left: Chrystia Freeland, Center: Hon. Peter Milliken, 
Right: F.H.Buckley  Senior Fellow Ken Coates
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INSIDE POLICY
M LI’s flagship magazine, Inside Policy, is the best way to reach a mass audience of decision makers  
 and opinion leaders, distributed to parliamentarians, senior government officials, business leaders, 
journalists, and MLI supporters. The magazine is published six times a year, and it provides a forum for 
MLI’s authors, high-profile opinion leaders, who bring to the forefront top public policy concerns.

Inside Policy featured content from high profile authors including such international heavyweights as 
Iain Duncan Smith. Two 
of Stanley Hartt’s pieces 
(one on broad-based tax 
reductions, the other 
on strategic advice for 
the Tories in the coming 
election) were picked up 
by iPolitics, and National 
Newswatch routinely 
links to IP articles to 
provide the widest 
possible audience. 

MLI’S MEDIA PROFILE
B oth radio and television outlets regularly seek out MLI senior  
 fellows, authors and managing director for input on key issues as  
the result of our op-eds and papers. This has seen a steady pace through  
the year. Each press release issued generated at least one television 
appearance by our authors and senior fellows and Managing Director  
Brian Lee Crowley. Highlights include: 
•  Brian Lee Crowley participated in BBC News Radio’s debate regarding 

the British Chancellor’s plan to introduce balanced budget legislation  

•  Brian Lee Crowley appeared on CBC’s Power and Politics, and did  
more than 25 media interviews in English and French on Senate 
reform over a period of one week

•  Senior Fellow Ben Perrin appeared on CTV’s Power Play, BNN and 
CBC’s The Exchange

•  Senior Fellow Ken Coates appeared on Global and CTV News to discuss his paper on resource 
revenue sharing with 
Aboriginal peoples

•  MLI author Greg 
Poelzer appeared 
on CKNW Victoria, 
John Gormley Live, 
BNN and CBC’s The 
Exchange 

1 2

TVO 4%

BNN 29%

CBC 25%

CTV 42%

FOUNDATIONS
53%

CORPORATE
26%

INSIDE POLICY 1%

EVENTS 10%

IN-KIND 9%
INDIVIDUAL 1%

Breakdown of Television 
Appearances by Network
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CONNECTING WITH 
CANADIANS
O ur communications team’s ability consistently to promote our ideas in both traditional and social  
 media platforms is a key strength in achieving our objectives. 2015 was an outstanding year for 
achieving our primary goal of making ideas matter in the eyes of Canadians and the media. We have 
experienced an increase of YouTube views and have increased our reach in all our social media platforms. 
Results show year over year we continue to build our audience to effectively tell our story. MLI continues 
to exert significant influence in Canadian federal policy circles. As is the case with most think tanks, 
however, funding challenges continue to be of critical concern in addition to the typical issues of a small 
enterprise in the areas of personnel and capacity constraints. With a small team, we continue to punch 
above our weight.

LEADERSHIP 
Board of Directors

2

Macdonald-Laurier 
@MLInstitute
Don’t eliminate the Senate says
@brianleecrowley
Fix it
bit.ly/1Tdtl07 #MLIin2015

Macdonald-Laurier 
@MLInstitute

Still unconvinced of the virtue of  
balanced budgets?
@brianleecrowley says: Read this!

bit.ly/1HrVymE #MLIin2015

CHAIR 
Rob Wildeboer,  
Executive Chairman, Martinrea International Inc., 
Vaughan

VICE CHAIR 
Jacquelyn Thayer Scott,  
Past President and Professor, Cape Breton 
University, Sydney.

MANAGING DIRECTOR  
Brian Lee Crowley, 
Ottawa

SECRETARY 
Lincoln Caylor,  
Partner, Bennett Jones LLP, Toronto

TREASURER 
Martin MacKinnon,  
CFO, Black Bull Resources Inc., Halifax

DIRECTORS
Vaughn MacLellan,  
Partner with DLA Piper (Canada) LLP, Toronto

Erin Chutter,  
President and CEO, Puget Ventures Inc., Vancouver

Pierre Casgrain,  
Director and Corporate Secretary of Casgrain & 
Company Limited, Montreal 

Laura Jones,  
Executive Vice President, Canadian Federation of 
Independent Business, Vancouver

Macdonald-Laurier 
@MLInstitute

The government can’t spend it’s way out  
of slow economic growth, says
@brianleecrowley

bit.ly/1RTAFB6 #MLIin2015

Macdonald-Laurier 
@MLInstitute

@brianleecrowley asks: Will the  
Liberals return to their free trade roots?

bit.ly/1WKEtes #MLIin2015
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Research Advisory Board
Janet Ajzenstat,  
Professor Emeritus of Politics, McMaster University

Brian Ferguson,  
Professor, Health Care Economics, University of 
Guelph

Jack Granatstein,  
Historian and former head of the Canadian War 
Museum

Patrick James,  
Professor, University of Southern California

Rainer Knopff,  
Professor of Politics, University of Calgary

Larry Martin,  
Principal, Dr. Larry Martin and Associates and 
Partner, Agri-Food Management Excellence, Inc.

Christopher Sands,  
Senior Fellow, Hudson Institute, Washington DC

William Watson,  
Associate Professor of Economics, McGill University

Advisory Council
John Beck,  
Chairman, Aecon Enterprises Inc., Toronto

Jim Dinning,  
Former Treasurer of Alberta, Calgary

Brian Flemming,  
International lawyer, writer, and policy advisor, 
Halifax

Robert Fulford,  
Former Editor of Saturday Night magazine, 
columnist with the National Post, Ottawa

Calvin Helin,  
Aboriginal author and entrepreneur, Vancouver

Hon. Jim Peterson,  
Former federal cabinet minister, now a partner at 
Fasken Martineau, Toronto

Maurice B. Tobin,  
The Tobin Foundation, Washington DC

Navjeet (Bob) Dhillon,  
President and CEO, Mainstreet Equity Corp., 
Calgary

Wayne Gudbranson,  
CEO, Branham Group Inc., Ottawa

David Emerson,  
Corporate Director, Vancouver

Stanley Hartt,  
Counsel, Norton Rose Canada LLP, Toronto

Peter John Nicholson,  
Inaugural President, Council of Canadian 
Academies, Annapolis Royal

Staff
David Watson,  
Managing Editor and  
Director of Communications 

Patricia Bouchard,  
Donor Relations Manager

Mark Brownlee,  
Communications Manger

Pamela Louie,  
Events Manager

Johanna Roach,  
Director of Administration

Sean Speer,  
Senior Fellow 



OUR SUPPORTERS
MLI receives no government funding. The  
 diagram at right demonstrates the breakdown 
of revenue streams. Foundations and corporations 
remain our main source of funding. 

MLI has expanded its work and reach due to the 
continued support of our valued donors. We would 
like to extend our gratitude to all our supporters. 
Because of your support, we are able to carry out 
our work on delivering hard hitting and timely 
research and events that promote better public 
policy in Canada. The foundations, corporations and 
individuals who see the value of our work, bring us 
that much closer to our goal of making Canada the 
best governed country in the world. 

Donors
Atlas Foundation  
Aurea Foundation 
British Columbia Chamber of Commerce 
Canada’s Research-Based Pharmaceutical Companies 
Canadian Fuels Association 
Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada 
Crabtree Foundation 
Dawson Strategic 
Donner Canadian Foundation 
Economic Club of Canada 
John Dobson Foundation 

Event Sponsors
Crabtree Foundation, Canadian Public Affairs Channel,  
Canadian War Museum, iPolitics, Shaw Communications Inc., 
Social Sc. & Human Res. Council, Spectra Energy Corporation

Donations
Donors are the backbone of  MLI’s work.  
We are a registered charity for educational purposes 
in Canada and the United States. If you would like to 
become a supporter, please contact:  
finance@macdonaldlaurier.ca 

We would also like to 
thank the many individual 

donors who support our 
work so generously. 

TVO 4%

BNN 29%

CBC 25%

CTV 42%

FOUNDATIONS
53%

CORPORATE
26%

INSIDE POLICY 1%

EVENTS 10%

IN-KIND 9%
INDIVIDUAL 1%

Percentage of Revenue  
Generated in 2015

Lotte and John Hecht Memorial 
Foundation
Martinrea International Inc.
Max Bell Foundation
Saskatchewan Indian Gaming Authority
Shaw Communications Inc.
The Wilson Foundation
U.S. Chamber of Commerce
Vector Media
W. Garfield Weston Foundation
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FINANCIAL REPORT
Macdonald-Laurier Institute 
Statement of Revenue and Expenditures

Year Ended December 31  2015  2014

Revenue

Donations

 Foundations $ 742,565 $ 829,240

 Corporate  349,486  181,372

 Individual  9,282  19,001 

 In-kind and travel recoveries (Note 5)  128,299  5,051

Event registration and sponsorship  137,060  131,938

Publication – Inside Policy  9,912  34,763

Publication sales  266  635

Interest  964  655

  $ 1,377,834 $ 1,202,655

Expenditures

 Accounting and legal $ 22,283 $ 26,526

 Advertising and promotions  19,842  13,017

 Bad debt expense  16,000  – 

 Bank charges   2,890  2,438

 Contract fees  508,436  373,390

 Editing and design  58,253  59,768

 Event speaker fees, catering, supplies and promotion       82,303  56,864

 Insurance  4,782  4,123

 Office Supplies  18,785  21,820

 Printing  27,105  32,024

 Rent  85,145  43,643

 Research, writing, translation and reader fees   52,583  94,895

 Salaries and benefits  435,639  410,802

 Travel and accommodations  35,073  37,132

 Video services  23,766  11,123

 Web-site  7,229  5,993

  $ 1,400,114 $ 1,193,558

Excess of (expenditures over revenue)
 over expenditures $ (22,280) $ 9,097 

 

Full Audited Statements Available on Request 



CONTACT US:   Macdonald-Laurier Institute 
8 York Street, Suite 200 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1N 5S6

TELEPHONE:  (613) 482-8327

WEBSITE:  www.MacdonaldLaurier.ca

CONNECT  
WITH US: 

@MLInstitute

www.facebook.com/ 
MacdonaldLaurierInstitute

www.youtube.com/
MLInstitute

MLI app:  
http://getmyapp.me/MLI/
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